Botswana Interbank Settlement System Payment Procedure-BURS

Any person who makes payment to BURS shall register to have access to BURS e-services, and pay in accordance with the BISS procedure below:

1. Workout your online reference number (ORN) or get it from BURS website

2. Quote online reference number (ORN) every time when paying BURS

3. Transfer funds electronically from your account to BURS account at Bank of Botswana

4. The transfer can be done through Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) or Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS)

5. View acknowledgement of payment on BURS website

6. Submit returns at BURS where applicable.

Payment should be made before 1500hrs for clearance to be done the same day, Ensure that the ORN is correct to avoid rejection of transactions.

Click the link below to register

Register